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Absolute Navetta 58 Restyling
THE NEW MODEL ABSOLUTE 58 NAVETTA RESTYLING IS AVAILABLE WITH DELIVERY
APRIL 2020

The ABSOLUTE 58 NAVETTA is a real queen of the seas, quality and elegance typical of
Made in Italy are clearly visible in this Yacht that offers 3 huge cabins all with private
bathroom and a double crew cabin also with private bathroom.

The flybridge is the largest in the category, and is characterized by the presence of aft deck
that you can decorate as you wish, while at the bow in addition to beautiful sunbathing you
can also enjoy a comfortable sofa from which to scrutinize the horizon both in the bay and
in navigation.

The NAVETTA 58 is a boat that offers the possibility of surfing relaxed in the deck or in 20node glide, but in case of need can easily reach the maximum speed of 27 knots, always
with very low fuel consumption, thanks to the Volvo Penta D8 engine with IPS transmission.

Many gudgets can enrich your NAVETTA like the gyroscopic stabilizer, the hydraulic stern
platform with tender lift, the hard top on the fly, the ice maker, a home theater system and
much more.

Technical data
Length: 17 m

Width: 5 m

Draft: 1.5 m

Speed: 22 - 26 mph

Fuel tank: 2600 l

Water tank: 600 l

Cabins: 3

Beds: 6

Bath: 3

Crew: 1 (2 beds)

Extra equipment
Gps plotter

Vhf

Radar

Autopilot

Bowthruster

Air conditioning

Disappearing hydraulic
gangway

Volvo Penta Interceptor Trim Searching light
tabs

Wood on Cabins floor

Freezer

Wood on Salon floor

Electronic anchor DPS

Generator

Hydraulic stern platform

Tv antenna

Teak in cockpit floor

Sat Tv dish

BBQ on fly

Teak on cockpit floor

Hard top openable

Ice maker

Flybridge table

Bimini Top

Inverter

Flybridge seats covers

Wine cooler

Manovring Joystick

Cockpit clousure

Chain counter

Dishwasher

Electric privacy curtain in
cockpit

Bow sun pad cushions

Washer machine

Tv with lift system

Desalter

Led lights

Tv in master cabin

Leather sofa

Courtesy lights

Tv in salon

Domotic

Underwater lights

Tv in guest cabin

Safety equipment

Teak floor on side passages

New

